Underactuated nidianical systems are those which possess fewer actuators than tlie iiuiiiber of degrees of freedom. It is shown that, except for some pathological cases, exclusively kinetic. two-link underactuated mechanisms are of nonminiiiiuni phase when the natural outputs arc considered.
Introduction
Underact uated nieclianical systems liave recently gained research attention due to tlie variety of new problems they have generated [ 5 ] . In most cases, these systems are not, feedback linearizitble, and sopliisticated control nietliodologies need to be employed.
In this paper, the difficulty encountered in controlling tliese systems is att,ribut,ed to the nonminimuin phase cliaractcristics. Tlie noniiiinimuni-phase property is an input-output property well understood in linear systciiis aiid associat,ed with right,-half-plane transmission zeros. However, in the nonlinear scenario, since tlie notion of t,ransiiiission zeros does not hold, nonminimuinphase systems are defined based on the stability of tlhe zero (internal) dynamics [I] .
As meiit.ioiied above. t.lie iioniiiiiiiinuiii-phase iiat,ure is an input,-output. characteristic and hence t,lie outputs have t o be properly defined. In this study, we will consider only natural out,puts, which are the generalized coordinates used in t,lie st,andard robotics literature [4] .
On the other hand, it, is possible t,liat t,liere exists out,-1nit.s for which t,lie system is minimum phase. This issue, however, is not addressed here.
The link bet.wecn underact,uat,ed system aiid iioiiiiiiIiiiiiurii-pli~se syst,enis has not been rigororisly est.ablislied. Tlie advaiit,agc of such a link is that. t,lie t,eclniiqucs used in either fields [a] can be exclianged to slied iiiore light. on the subject. Aloiig t,liat, direct,ioii, the conjccture wliicli forms t,lic basis of t,liis work is as follows: "a wide class of non-pathological uiideract,uated systems possess noniniiiiinum phase cliaract,eristics" .
As a step towards the goal. tlie analysis in this paper is confined to two-link underactuated systems evolving in the absence of gravity and friction (exclusively kinetic system). It is proven t,liat these systems with the natural output,s are nonminimum phase except for ,some rare situations.
Section 2 introduces certain preliminaries, while instability of a generic system is shown in Section 3. In Section 4, it is shown that tlie internal dynamics of underactuated two-link manipulators have tlie generic form described in Section 3 and, hence, is unstable. A few examples are presented in Section 5 which is followed by conclusions.
Preliminaries
In this section we will recall definitions of stability and instabilit,y in the sense of Lyapunov and a general theorem on instability. The definition of nonlinear nonminimum-phase systems will be given, and we will finish this section by presenting the dynamics of exclusively kinetic Lagrangian systems.
Stability
In the following, the stability definitions will be given with respect to the origin. This does not impart on generality since any equilibrium point can be handled using an appropriate t(rans1ation of coordinates. Consider t,he system
wliere f ( 0 ) = 0 (i.e., z = 0 is an equilibrium point). Let the solution t o the above differential equation start.ing from the init,ial condition XO and evaluated at tiine t be denoted by ~( t ,
Definition 1 (Stability about the origin [7] 
Nonminimum Phase Systems
Since we will be concerned with two-degree of freedom underactuated mechanical systems, it is sufficient to state the definitions of zero dynamics and nonlinear nonniinimum-phase systems for single-input singleoutput systems. Note that this definition extends easily to the niulti-input multi-output setting. [l] ) Consider the control-afine nonlinear system:
Definition 2 (Zero Dynamics
where x E R" and U , y E R. Now suppose there exist a maximal manifold Z* having the following properties:
Then the zero dynamics of the system is given by In the following, we will be concerned exclusively with unconstrained systems. Thus the number of degrees of freedom is equal t o the number of generalized coordinates. Note that the natural outputs are also the generalized coordinat,es. The systems that we will consider in the following are twelink underactuated mechanical s y s tems without gravity or friction (termed the exclusively kinetic case). Then, the rigid body dynamics are given bv 
Definition 5 (Underactuated mechanical system

A Result on Instability
It will be shown in the next section tliat internal dynamics of two-link underactuated system have a specific structure due to tlie centrifugal terms. Tlie inst,ability of such a generic syst.em is studied here.
Lemma 1 Let the system be described bg i' = Wi2 will detail the four possibilities for a two-link uiideractuated mechanical system with natural outputs. The actuator can either be on tlie first or second coordinate. For each case, the output can eitlier be clioseii as the first or second coordinate (41 or 42). We are then confronted with four cases. In a11 four cases, the internal dynaniics will be derived when the controlled output is maintained constant (rather than equal to zero as the definition of the zero dynamics iniposes). Exploiting the structure of tlie inertia matrix described in Property 1, the dynamics can be simplified. Tlie four cases obtained are summarized in Table 1 . 
Thus, the hypotheses of Chetaev's theorem are satisfied, and the system (6) is unstable. when k(<) is undefined only at isolated points in the interval ( -E , E) and (ii) when k(<) is independent of 5 and undefined everywhere in ( -E , c) . In tShe nonsingular scenario, the following result can be stated: Proof: Tlie equilibrium point of the internal dynamics is [(,<IT = 0. If tlie internal dynamics are undefined only at isolat,ed points, it, can be seen froiii Table 1 that tlie hypotheses of Lciiiina 1 are satisfied. Hence, tlie result follows.
The singular situations require a more in-depth study. We will show with exeniples in the next section that the mechanism is unconti~ollable under tliese situations.
Examples
In this section, we will discuss a few exainples of twolink undcractuated nieclianical systems. The examples will be divided into two categories corresponding to whetlier or not singiilarity ( d 1 2 ( q 2 ) = 0) can occur. In every case, the corresponding inertia matrix will be given and only one case of internal dynamics will be discussed. Table 1 can be used to calculate tlie remaining internal dynamics. 
Systems without singularity
I?
Systems with singularity
In tlie first two examples, though there are a few values of 9 2 which lead to singularity, the system is nonsingular at tlie other points where Theorem 2 can be applied. However, in the third example, d12 = 0 for all coordinate values, thereby depict,ing an extreme singular situation. When sin q2 # 0, tlie internal dynamics are ql = 0 which are trivially unstable. Tlie singularity occurs when sin42 = 0, which means the pendulum lies in t,he position q2 = 0 or q2 = 7r. Also, by the definition of the internal dynamics, q2 = 0. If the system happens to be in a position where 42 = 0 or 42 = T with zero velocity, it can be seen from (10) that the system cannot leave the manifold 4 2 = 0. Hence, the system is uncontrollable from the equilibrium point. Note that gravity is assumed to be absent. The internal dynaniics are 42 = J2$J::z;q2 4," which are well defined and unst,able. q1 and qz. Moreover, tlie system is uncontrollable everywhere. Intuitively, it can be seen from the fact that, since the motion along qz is only through the centrifugal terms, the force can act only in onc direction. 6 
Conclusions
The analysis of internal dynamics of two-link exclusively kinetic underactuated mechanical systems with the natural outputs was undertaken. It lias been sliowii that, in the nonsingular scenario the interim1 dynamics are uiistable making tlie system nonminimuin phase. Also, in the few examples studied, a link between singularity and uncontrollability was seen.
Generalization of tlie result on nonininiinum phase to niore than two liriks is an open problem. Future work will also be in tlie direction of rigoiirously establishing the relationship between uncontrollability and singularity.
